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About This Game

Authentic Arcade Action
Easy to pick up and play, tough to become the best. Organ Biker is a modern retro arcade style motorcycle action and internal

organ delivery game for PC! Dr. Perrywinkle Hayfeather II (assumed name) has put out the call for the quickest and most
courageous ORGAN BIKER around and the job pays well, VERY well. it's up to you to deliver the goods and grab the riches

before all HOPE is lost!... Luckily, you've got MOJO.

Grab your joysticks (or keyboards)
Blaze your way down the road through multiple environments/stages with their own unique enemies and obstacles. Meet Dr.
Hayfeather and enjoy a fun story and world that matches the colorful retro aesthetic of Organ Biker's 8 bit graphics and 80's

new wave and hip hop inspired chiptune soundtrack.

A Period Piece
Enjoy the colors, resolution, and sounds of your favorite third generation home console with full controller or keyboard support.

And More...
A bonus content patch to celebrate Steam release, with more content updates to come!
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Title: Organ Biker
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Screeching Wizard
Publisher:
Screeching Wizard
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8ghz or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 mb DirectX-compliant

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c - compliant sound card

English
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bikers organ donors. organ bikers

Fun for the first 5 minutes. The difficulty curve is insande an unsustainable after 5 minutes. Can't even exit the game, you need
to close it through task manager.. Never loads :(. Best classic time killing arcade!. The controls are pretty damned terrible,
especially for controllers. The graphics gave me a headache, due to the game trying to emulate a classic CRT TV, which I
personally think is a pretty terrible idea.

All in all, I couldn't find this game too enjoyable. It could be good, but it will need a hell of a lot of polishing, and some
rethought controls.

Also, pressing pause on a controller completely closes the game, which is a REALLY STUPID IDEA.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9R-gFCQ-4BM

Organ Biker is a very hard game. After an hour of playing I only made it just over halfway through the first level. The tutorial is
very vague and mostly leaves it up to the player to discover the mechanics. I loved the old-school graphics and soundtrack. The
bits of story I did see were very stylish and fun. The controls were mostly solid, my only frustration coming from the second or
two you're forced to wait every time you hit another vehicle. I think if this game had a slightly easier difficulty curve I may have
been able to recommend it. It's a shame I wasn't able to see more of this game.

PROS
-cool art and style
-tight soundtrack
-cute story

CONS
-way too difficult
-waiting after you hit another vehicle

DISCLAIMER: Review is based upon approx 1 hour of gameplay.. Beat this game in 12 minutes with no concrete
understanding of how it's supposed to be played. I still can't figure out what's going on most of the time. Playing this game well
seems to depend upon a combination of moving left and right and accelerating and decelerating at the right times in order to
manuever around the various hazards. But Organ Biker is designed so sloppily, is so glitchy, and there's such an absurd amount
of obstacles to dodge that I actually don't think it's possible to play it well. Instead, I think the developer just understood that
what they were asking the player to suffer through was impossible, so they just made the entire thing really forgiving. This retro-
inspired overlay isn't doing the game any favors either, make that♥♥♥♥♥♥optional. Not everyone is a 20-something hipster
that wanks to scanlines and CRTs and overpays for physical copies of games they've never played but still fondly reminisce
over.
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Terrible gameplay. Really bad game, just really bad.

It tries to be like the old nes/atari games but the gameplay is horible. Even if you go past the fake crt screen look that hurts the
eyes and the generic 8-bit music, the gameplay is a mess.
You ride a bike, you change speed like in the classic outrun game (you have 3 tiers of speed here) and you try to avoid cars and
helicopters and collect points and hearts by going left and right. You also have an attack. The cars are all over the place and
some helicopters are shooting projectiles at you and the screen is just a big cluster♥♥♥♥. You just have to avoid as many cars
as possible while you try to collect the hearts. there are only 4 super sort stages, a horible boss fight and some childish "funny"
story.

This is one of these games you would expect to find free from someone that made it from fun in his free time. Sure the price is
very low but even if this was free it would still be bad.. Best classic time killing arcade!. time killler. time killler. Eigentlich
wollte ich ein umfangreiches Review schreiben.....aber ganz ehrlich, dieser Murks ist es einfach nicht wert.
Selbst wenn es in den frühen 80'ern rausgekommen wäre, würde es keinen Schnitt gegen solche Umsetzungen wie
von Spy Hunter bekommen.
In etwa hat es den Charm eines dieser Basic Spiele, die man in der C-64 oder Happy Computer abtippen konnte.. Use your
dollar some where else.. Fun for the first 5 minutes. The difficulty curve is insande an unsustainable after 5 minutes. Can't even
exit the game, you need to close it through task manager.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9R-gFCQ-4BM

Organ Biker is a very hard game. After an hour of playing I only made it just over halfway through the first level. The tutorial is
very vague and mostly leaves it up to the player to discover the mechanics. I loved the old-school graphics and soundtrack. The
bits of story I did see were very stylish and fun. The controls were mostly solid, my only frustration coming from the second or
two you're forced to wait every time you hit another vehicle. I think if this game had a slightly easier difficulty curve I may have
been able to recommend it. It's a shame I wasn't able to see more of this game.

PROS
-cool art and style
-tight soundtrack
-cute story

CONS
-way too difficult
-waiting after you hit another vehicle

DISCLAIMER: Review is based upon approx 1 hour of gameplay.
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